Host FM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10205.19 "Identity Crisis" Episode Three
  
Cast of Characters
Bernie Wallowitch as Commander Bernie Wall [XO]
Terry Imrie as Commander Joseph Timrok [CTO]
Lilia Perfeito as Commander Alexandra Gomes [CSO]
Eldad Ben-Tovim as Commander Maor [CIV]
Linda Davis as Lieutenant Commander Jan Zaris [CMO] 
Michael Hiles as Ensign Maximus Heller [CEO]

Michael Jones as Ens. Leia Raythan, Cmdr. Joseph Timrok, Earth Sec. Forces, 
			Zachary Marshall & Sarah

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: An hour and a half has passed, things have seemingly calmed down since Earth Security removed the "impostor."

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::walks from the refreshment area to the patio area off from the yard::

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::enters the refreshment area and picks up another drink::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CMO is seated in a pleasant little room with a nice view of Lisbon, she is alone.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
::folds arms a bit annoyed.. the most excitement she has had since she got back to earth and this happens::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::stares down at the city and river thinking things are not going as expected at all::

Host FM_Selan says:
ACTION: A door swishes open, and Zachary Marshall strides in looking at the CMO.

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::nurses an ever dwindling glass of whisky::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::Exits onto the patio:: XO: Commander?

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
::looks up at her visitor.. feels her heart sink even more and sighs.. stays seated and goes looking back out the window::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: yes?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::walks over to the CSO:: CSO: everything ok commander?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: There has been an interesting development in regard to you ...

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> XO: Have you seen Mr. Maor?

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: just one? ::looks at him finally::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::glances at Timrok smiling and intently avoiding his question:: CTO: All night I've seen you with a glass ... and its never empty. I wonder how you are still up

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: The distortion field that you were "emitting" earlier has faded according to the most recent tests. This leaves the belief that you're an "impostor" up in the air ... so ... ::Takes a seat facing her:: We have to wonder.

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: no not since earlier, I have been alone. Have you seen anybody else?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: i think you just answered your own question, i never emptied it yet ::pauses:: you seem a bit... pre-occupied?

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::takes his new glass, this filled with something blue, and decides to go outside::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: Nothing a good nights sleep won't fix I hope. Did you know that Dr Zaris has disappeared?

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Resting in his guest quarters, he studies the ceiling above him idly. Sighing, he closes his eyes and allows him self a few moments of peace::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> XO: The others. I know that I've just gotten here, but the way he was acting ... I was concerned. I know he has a habit to brood, but he's been cutting himself off from the crew ... what happened to him out there? Y'know ... during your little "journey away" from Federation territory?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: which one? ::forces a smile::

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: well.. if your interested in my proving my identity.. which I'm sure you are... that leaves me with a few problems.. one.. I'm not sure I can considering that thing had my entire knowledge base.. two.. I have it's memories from the time it was me.. three.. i still want to retire so saving my 'career' isn't important.. and four.. I don't trust you.. you have too much to gain if i am proven unfit in any way

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: I wish I knew. My father has sent people to look for her but who knows what will show up. 

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: none of us really know, we were all "dead" or not our selves for most of it except for Maor.

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: is that what's on your mind?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
::Smiles at her:: CMO: One - We'll take note of the fact "it" [if the Dr. that was left behind is indeed "it"] has your knowledge & memories. Two - We'll also be interested in gathering the memories you have. Three - That's of your own personal accord, of course I don't see any reason for it. Four - I gain nothing in regard to you. Never have.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: Yes, well, Jan is a friend of mine and she is either in jail or running. Either thing is not good.

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::looks away::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::Blinks:: XO: What do you mean by that ...

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: Are you looking for something?

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: your organization is interested in my son.. ::looks at him..:: 

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: My "organization" happens to be your organization, Ms. Zaris. Starfleet Intelligence is part of Starfleet, keep that in mind. What has given you the impression we care anything about your son?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::sighs looking at the sky:: CTO: I miss Space

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: im always looking for something ::smiles then wanders off toward a nearby ice bucket::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::frowns::

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: I am not SFI.. I'm a doctor.. I was trained as such.. my choice to aid the federation in exploration vs. research here on earth is beside the point.. i don't play cloak and dagger games.. and why wouldn't you be?

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: Maor is the one that was awake and alert, there is a lot he doesn't talk about. I have no memory from just after I was in the shuttle returning to the Elara when the Bellicose attacked and after we had awoken from our "comas" what I know is what I have been told since

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::follows him:: CTO: The best drink? ::looks around:: CTO: I wonder where Maor is

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: nothing from memory or that I had experienced?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: personally i think space is starting to lose its appeal ::drops a few cubes in his glass:: CSO: and no... i always know where the best drink is

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::sits down outside leaning against the outer wall of the castle::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: Maybe I still have a thing or two to learn from you ::smiles and pours herself a bit of whiskey from a nearby bottle::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: Starfleet is dedicated to exploration & research yes, but it is also the first and last defense for the free worlds of the Federation. Intelligence serves the purpose of identifying threats which pose danger to the Federation. Why wouldn't we be interested in your child? He's a child ... there is nothing abnormal about him ...

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::smiles to himself::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: ... except his creation.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
::looks at him..:: Marshall: so when do i get to leave?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::notices the CEO with his glass not to far away and waves at him:: CTO: Have you met the Elara's new CEO?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::looks at the glass in her hand::

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: only in passing

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> XO: Starfleet officers lead often hazardous lives. I've been close to death before ... been brought back from the brink of it by a being who thought I could serve a greater purpose in life. You're all alive, you survived your fight with the Bellicose ... and perhaps the trauma of the experience put you in your comas ... who knows ...

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> XO: ... but perhaps you should celebrate your lives now. Your close call before should just remind you what life is all about. ::Light smile::

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::sees the CSO waving at him and gets up and heads over to where they are::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: I'm not sure he saw me, I'd like to go and say Hi .. but first ... ::she looks at the glass ... smells it ....::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::she drinks it all in one swallow, making a weird face right after it and coughing::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: When we have reacquired the other Zaris and brought her here to fully determine who is what and which.

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: i see i DO have a bit to teach you ::laughs::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: yes your right, I am just concerned about CMO, have you seen her on your way in?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
::Stands:: CMO: If there is indeed a mental link between you two, then I suppose it's good I speak now, because I don't like repeating myself ... Starfleet Intelligence doesn't care about your son, Ms. Zaris. As long as he is a good little boy and eats all his vegetables.

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::Shakes her head:: XO: No, why?

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: well considering how I feel now and the fact my last foreign memory was pain and seeing the inside of the hall way as i ran.. your not going to find ‘another me'..

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: Yes ... well, now my esophagus is completely clean and sterile

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: and what about Maor?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> ::Walks up to the CSO & CTO:: CSO / CTO: And what are you two up to?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::looks at the CEO:: CEO: Hello ... Max isn't it? How are you enjoying the party?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::screws up his face:: CSO: that’s something they bury Pharaoh’s in isn't it?

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: it will take to long to explain and I don't have the whole story of what happened, I had just arrived myself a few hours a ago

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: What about him? He is a member of Starfleet Intelligence. Nothing more, nothing less.

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
CSO:  Hello, yes it's Max.  The parties been quite interesting so far.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: Not quite but that’s not really important ...

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Raythan: Enjoying a few of the Finer things in life ::raises his glass::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Sarah: I should go find the crew, you can join me if you like?

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: he is also the father.. ::stands up:: his son needs him.. ::looks at Marshall sternly::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::Nods:: XO: Sure.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: You didn't exactly have the best welcome to the Elara but I want you to know that you are among friends, whatever our next assignment may be

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: Maor has his job on the Elara, I believe his son will get the nurturing he needs from his father ... unless of course, you plan to whisk him away with your intentions to retire?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Raythan: is Shane with you? 

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::walks from the patio area to inside to find the others::

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
CSO:  That's good to know.  I'm just curious if this is what your off time is like what are your missions like?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> CTO: So I'm seeing ... don't get yourself too drunk Joseph, might get yourself hurt ...

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> CSO: No, Alexandra.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
::notes that as a rather nasty blow and somewhat personal.. just looks at Marshall as he stays standing::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::chuckles:: CEO: Its best you don't ask

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::is a bit surprised  by Raythan’s comment:: Raythan: i can handle myself

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
CSO:  Well that's comforting.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Raythan: Do you know where he is? Since Jan disappeared I haven't seen him

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> CSO: I believe Mr. Vurlane is watching him, Alexandra ...

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: how about you let me go find my double?.. you already know what i look like.. it won't be that hard to just arrest us both again.. will it?

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::as he looks he sees the CTO from a distance and begins to walk in that direction::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: Don't worry, we've survived so far ... and what happen at the Madtion Leopold Nebula was enough trouble for a couple of years ....

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
:: Turns to CEO_ Heller:: CEO: Dont let the good Commander scare you Mr. Heller, our CEO's have a good survival rate ::grin::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: We're handling it. We'd much prefer you remain here for a while ... but while we're on the subject, how about we speak about you "going" ...

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Raythan: Yes Leia ::frowns:: Raythan: Is there something wrong?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> ::Walks over and gets a drink:: CTO: Hmm, what are you talking about?

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
::goes over tot he window and sits on the small 2 person couch.. and leans back looking out the window:: Marshall: fine.. if that’s what's on your mind..

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
CTO:  Well that makes me feel so much better.

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::walks to the area where the CTO, CEO, CSO and Ens Raythan are gathered::

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::laughs out loud::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: If I may ask, why do you wish to retire anyway? You have a promising career ahead of you.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: Our previous CEO was a good friend of mine, we arrived at the ship together. He has always enjoyed being with us, I am certain you will too

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
All: ok why is everybody hiding in here and why the long faces ::smiles::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::Smiles at the XO's comment ... still wondering where Maor has gotten to::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
XO: I think its space nostalgia

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO/CTO: have you seen Zaris lately?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> XO: Drowning out their sorrows, I believe Bernie.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: even if SFI.. isn't interested in Shane.. others are.. I don't want to risk losing him.. he deserves to be raised in a place that’s safe.. his.. creation was un expected.. my promising career never included children..

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
XO: not since the incident earlier ::shakes his head::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
XO: No, she is still missing, you were the last one seen with her

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
::Takes a seat again:: CMO: What others do you speak of? The Aegis? There's nothing to suggest that they couldn't get to you at that home you're going to have built for yourself ... in fact, I would think being immobile would make it easier.

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::A bit worried - "The Doctor is missing too?"::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: You haven't seen her have you?

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Long gone from his quarters, he passes the XO and Sarah on his way as he walks towards the garden::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: Maor isn't around either but I guess that is typical of him

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: what stake do you have in my decision? I seriously doubt you take time to talk every officer out of retiring..

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
CSO:  Not since about 2 hours ago when the "problem" was resolved.

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CIV: there you are? come back

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: No, but I did say you have a promising career, and I'd hate to see that thrown away because you're paranoid of someone or something that may never come at all.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: As I thought she is gone ::glances at Maor thinking that his timing is still "perfect"::

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Pauses, he turns around and takes a few steps towards the XO:: XO: Sir?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> ::Takes another gulp of her drink:: ALL: Somehow I doubt Mr. Secret Agent Man wishes to spend time with us anyway ...

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
::has no good reply to give an officer she isn't that familiar with on a personal level..::

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::watches Maor appear:;

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::raises both eyebrows, Raythan can even be worse than herself::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
All: c’mon all ::as he looks around:: we are supposed to be enjoying ourselves, this is not the Elara crew I know?

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: I guess that means you've wondered about your decision too ...

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: I try not to do anything rashly

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::fidgets uncomfortably::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: Then why leave?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
XO: I think the Elara crew you knew died with the Destruction of the Elara. We are all bad copies .... ::sighs::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> ::Walks forward to Maor:: CIV: You and your secrets ... makes us all paranoid ... yes it does ... ::Sounds drunk::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: but the Elara wasnt destroyed, I know what you all went through, I went through it myself

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CIV: Join us for a drink... Please

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Sarah> ::Looks at the CIV, and at the medical officer::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Raythan: made you should stick to synthehol from now on ...

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
Raythan: That’s enough ensign

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
<Ens. Raythan> ::Shouts:: No! It's not enough! He takes! He takes! And takes! Our secrets! Our lives! Our ... ::Her image begins to distort::

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::finishes off the drink in his hand and looks around for another::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
XO: The Elara was all BUT destroyed. They are practically rebuilding her from scratch

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Raises an eyebrow as he hears Raythan, he glances back at the CSO and shakes his head:: CSO: Maybe later ::Glances back at Raythan:: Raythan: Secrets?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
XO: Maybe we need some rebuilding too .... ::looks at Raythan::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CIV: Do you happen to have your med kit around ... I think Leia needs some alcohol antidote

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
ACTION: Raythan transforms into the alien before their eyes.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: I just want a better life for my son then mine... 

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::blinks and curses herself for not having her tricorder::

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
self: what the?! ::stands up startled::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: that’s why we are on shore leave, drowning in drink is not rebuilding yourselves.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: It seams we found our missing Zaris

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
CMO: From what I heard of your son, he seems to enjoy life on the Elara ...

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Glances up:: CSO: I'm afraid no-- ::Takes a step back as the alien transforms in front of him::

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::watches and Raythan transforms then looks at his glass::  Self:  Maybe I should give this stuff up.

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
ACTION: The alien stares around in shock ...

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::stares back in shock::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Alien: Alright .. when are you telling us who the hell you are??

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: yes. I guess he does

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::grabs the Alien to stop it running off::

Host Zachary_Marshall says:
ACTION: Blue energy crackles around the CTO & the panicked alien ... the alien's visage becomes that of Timrok himself.

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
Self:  Oh great not again.

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
alien: I am Cmdr Wall first officer, why are you hanging around us and my crew and who are you?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::keeps a hold of the thing anyway::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::takes a deep breathe::

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Sighs, he shakes his head and frowns:: CSO: Did you mention a drink?

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
CTO: What the?! ALL: It's the alien! ::Head butts the CTO::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CIV: I think we'll need a whole bottle

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: Did anyone notice who the alien is?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::falls back with a bloody nose::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: Can we get a marker on him ... fast!

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: Then is this more for you than your child?

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
::Tackles the CTO:: ALL: Someone get something to tie him down!

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
Self: boy this is very strange

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: I suppose it is

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: you have anything in the Castle we can use?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::uses her badge to call a couple of security guards who have been stationed at the castle since Zaris disappeared::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
XO: I just called a couple of security guards, they should be able to hold them both

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
::Struggles with the CTO::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: And what are you trying to run from on the Elara?

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: very well, I didn't know they were still here

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::tries to grab a hold of the alien CTO's neck & give him the neck pinch::

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Shakes his head, he walks to the two CTO's and separates them:: CTO's: That's enough. ::Shakes his head and curses the day he decided to come here::

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: maybe the life I barely remember.. I don't feel like the person I was..

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
::Is removed from the chance of a neck pinch by the CIV::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::helps to try to hold down the alien until security arrives::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::helps the XO, grabbing one of the CTOs::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: Then perhaps you should stay and make a new life for yourself ... a whole new Jan Zaris.

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
ACTION: Wall ends up holding down the real CTO.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: is that even possible any more?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: Give me a hand

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: Nothing is impossible, Ms. Zaris.

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::helps the CSO restrain one of the CTOs::

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
XO: what are you doing?! ::angrily::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CTO: ::stops:: oh sorry Timrok

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: perhaps..

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::seeing the CTO is secure with the XO and CEO, she goes to help Maor::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
XO: Cmdr.! That isn't me!!!

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: we should not believe a word any of them say

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::as the XO lets go steps forward & punches the Alien Timrok square on the nose::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
::His nose is broken, he kicks out and catches the CTO square in the knee::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CTO: which ever one your really are Timrok, please co-operate until we know for sure

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO/XO: Grab him!

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::Grabs the CTO who threw the punch::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::grabs the other "timrok" and holds him down::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::struggles to keep the alien CTO in place:: CTOs: Stop this, it will get us nowhere, whoever the real Timrok you are

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Frowns, he punches one of the CTO's and drives him to the floor. Cursing, he grabs the other CTO in a neck hold and moves him away::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: where is your security officers?

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: Then you will reconsider?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::fights the urge to fight off his crewmates::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
ACTION: A group of Earth security officers enter, their weapons are holstered ...

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: against my founder wishes.. yes

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: Lets think, the real CMO was probably the one who was arrested .... and she was emitting some sort of distortion field

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::motions to the security people to grab the CTOs::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
SecOfficers: what took so long you were just out front?

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Earth Sec. One> XO: Pardon, sir? We were dispatched from Lisbon to acquire one Doctor Jan Zaris.

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: have you any word of Lin?

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
::Studies the events in front of him as he holds the CTO::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Security: Well Dr Zaris is now one of these two men

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
SecOfficer: well it seems you guys have the real Doctor Zaris, the imposter is here

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::wipes the blood from his nose then looks at the CSO in horror::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: Do you happen to have a tricorder on you?

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: Your sister? No. According to testimony from those Elara survivors who were used as slaves by the Gamleasians, she was with them up to a month or two before the Elara's re-capture at your hands, and then she vanished.

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Earth Sec. Two> CSO: I do.

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
CSO:  Not on me.  Have one in my bag.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::looks at the CTO with the bloody nose:: CTO: I'm sorry ...

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: Get it quickly please

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: I fear she maybe mentally unstable.. your people trained her to infiltrate the Neo Maquis.. and she didn’t the Cherokee rescued her.. but since then her mental stability has been.. declining..

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
CSO: What for?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: I'll explain when to the real you

CIV_Cmdr_Maor says:
CSO: Hrm, Commander? The security detail has one..

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: Psychological examinations of her prior to, and after, infiltration suggested otherwise, Dr. Zaris. I don't believe she was unstable ... but we'll keep that in mind.

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: Alex c'mon this is me, you must know that

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Earth Sec. Two> ::Hands her tricorder to the CSO::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
Security: Thank you

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: you should find her regardless.. she is a dangerous individual

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CTO: No Joe ... I don't ...

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CTO: will we see a tricorder scan to be sure

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::scans both Timroks::

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: and besides.. you didn't live with her since the recovery

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
::pushes the security guard off him & fixes his uniform ::

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
::awaits as CSO scans::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: And since when did you come to that conclusion, Dr.? According to testimony of the days leading up to your battle with the Bellicose, you entrusted your son to her protection while you were on duty, and you haven't seen her since ...

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
CEO: Get your tricorder anyway, I want a second check to be sure

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: well what does your say?

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: well, according to this, the one with the intact nose has the distortion field around him. The one with the non-intact one does not

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: I entrusted her only because there isn't very many places she could have ran to out in deep space.. or places to hide on the ship.. she was becoming very attached to Shane.. and increasingly intolerant of me.. and how did you know I let her baby sit?

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: whilst your at it do you think you could see your way fit to scan my nose?! ::angry touches his sore nose:;

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::Runs inside and retrieves his tricorder and returns::

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: So our alien Probably has the bloody nose

CEO_Ens_Heller says:
::scans the two CTOs::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
<Zachary Marshall> CMO: We interviewed the survivors of the battle with the Bellicose, Doctor. When the topic of the missing in action Zaris came up, we learned all we could.

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
All: ... but this is all based on the data we had from the two CMOs. This case could be different

Host XO_Cmdr_Wall says:
CSO: we shall see with the CEO's scan

CMO_LtCmdr_Zaris says:
Marshall: those on my staff and the crew meant well.. but I didn't discuss personal family matters with my staff or the crew.. my sister knew I was only a half breed.. she is proud of her family history and always considered me the lesser.. i never knew why till only days before Shane was born

CSO_Cmdr_Gomes says:
::scratches her head looking at the CTO without the distortion field, looking for a sign of the alien in him::

CTO_Cmdr_Timrok says:
CSO: you have seriously gone down in my estimations ::looks disappointed::

Host CTO_CmdrTimrok says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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